Molecular Basis of Sulfosugar Selectivity in Sulfoglycolysis
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ABSTRACT: The sulfosugar sulfoquinovose (SQ) is produced by essentially all photosynthetic organisms on Earth and is metabolized by bacteria through the process of sulfoglycolysis. The sulfoglycolytic Embden–Meyerhof–Parnas pathway metabolizes SQ to produce dihydroxyacetone phosphate and sulfolactaldehyde and is analogous to the classical Embden–Meyerhof–Parnas glycolysis pathway for the metabolism of glucose-6-phosphate, though the former only provides one C3 fragment to central metabolism, with excretion of the other C3 fragment as dihydroxypropanesulfonate. Here, we report a comprehensive structural and biochemical analysis of the three core steps of sulfoglycolysis catalyzed by SQ isomerase, sulfofructose (SF) kinase, and sulfofructose-1-phosphate (SFP) aldolase. Our data show that despite the superficial similarity of this pathway to glycolysis, the sulfoglycolytic enzymes are specific for SQ metabolites and are not catalytically active on related metabolites from glycolytic pathways. This observation is rationalized by three-dimensional structures of each enzyme, which reveal the presence of conserved sulfonate binding pockets. We show that SQ isomerase acts preferentially on the β-anomer of SQ and reversibly produces both SF and sulforhamnose (SR), a previously unknown sugar that acts as a derepressor for the transcriptional repressor CsqR that regulates SQ-utilization. We also demonstrate that SF kinase is a key regulatory enzyme for the pathway that experiences complex modulation by the metabolites SQ, SLA, AMP, ADP, ATP, F6P, FBP, PEP, DHAP, and citrate, and we show that SFP aldolase reversibly synthesizes SFP. This body of work provides fresh insights into the mechanism, specificity, and regulation of sulfoglycolysis and has important implications for understanding how this biochemistry interfaces with central metabolism in prokaryotes to process this major repository of biogeochemical sulfur.

INTRODUCTION

Global sulfur cycling involves the interconversion of inorganic, gaseous, and organic forms of the element.1 While there are innumerable biosulfur species on Earth, just a handful comprise the majority of sulfur in the biosphere, namely, the amino acids cysteine and methionine, the osmolytes dimethylsulfoxoniopropionate (DMSP)2 and dimethylsulfoxoniopropionate,1 and the sulfosugar sulfoquinovose (SQ).3 Global production of SQ is estimated to be 1016 tonnes per annum, comprising up to half of all biosulfur,10 and it is produced by essentially all photosynthetic organisms. SQ exists as the carbohydrate headgroup of the plant and cyanobacterial sulfolipid sulfoquinovosyl diacylglycerol (SQDGD) within the photosynthetic membranes of photoautotrophs.4 SQDGD is believed to primarily enter the environment through decomposition of photosynthetic tissues and herbivory, whereupon it becomes available to environmental and decomposition of photosynthetic tissues and herbivory, believed to primarily enter the environment through
isomerase (YihS), SF kinase (YihV), and SF-1-phosphate (SFP) aldolase (YihT); and finally SLA reductase (YihU), which forms DHPS for export (Figure 1b). The three core sulfoglycolytic enzymes YihS, YihV, and YihT perform roles analogous to three enzymes involved in upper glycolysis: glucose-6-phosphate (G6P) isomerase, phosphofructose kinase (PFK), and fructose bisphosphate (FBP) aldolase, respectively. However, nothing is known about the specificity of these sulfoglycolytic enzymes for intermediates from sulfoglycolysis versus glycolysis. Metabolic flux through the glycolytic pathway is tightly regulated with the most important control exerted upon PFK, with allosteric activation and inhibition by assorted cellular metabolites such as adenosine monophosphate (AMP), adenosine diphosphate (ADP), adenosine triphosphate (ATP), fructose 6-phosphate (F6P), FBP, phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP), and citrate. It is unknown whether similar metabolites control flux through the sulfoglycolytic pathway.

In prokaryotes, the gluconeogenesis pathway uses two enzymes of upper glycolysis (G6P-F6P isomerase, FBP aldolase) and the pathway-specific enzyme fructose 1,6-bisphosphatase to drive the reverse of upper glycolysis and support the biosynthesis of G6P, which enters the pentose phosphate pathway (PPP) and cell wall biosynthesis. In contrast, the sulfo-EMP pathway is catabolic and is presumed to operate exclusively in the forward direction and does not provide key intermediates for gluconeogenesis such as F6P and G6P. Sulfoglycolytic cells must therefore utilize the traditional gluconeogenesis pathway to satisfy demands for cell wall biosynthesis and the PPP. Since these pathways must operate in tandem, it is presumably important that the sulfoglycolytic enzymes exhibit high selectivity for sulfosugar intermediates and limited activity on the analogous glycolytic intermediates to ensure the chemical unidirectionality of each pathway and avoid futile cycles.

In this work, we illuminate how the three core enzymes of the sulfo-EMP pathway recognize the unique sulfonate groups of their substrates and highlight key features of their catalytic mechanisms. We show that YihS catalyzes the interconversion of SQ, SF, and the previously unknown metabolite sulforhamnose (SR), and provide evidence that SR, as well as SQ, can act as a transcriptional derepressor through CsqR. We demonstrate the activation and inhibition of YihV by common cellular metabolites, revealing that this enzyme acts as an important control point for regulating flux through the sulfoglycolytic pathway. Importantly, we also show that this triad of enzymes exhibits high selectivity for sulfoglycolytic intermediates, ensuring sulfoglycolysis and gluconeogenesis can operate in tandem.

**RESULTS**

SQ-SF Isomerase Also Produces Sulforhamnose. YihS was identified as the SQ-SF isomerase in the *E. coli* sulfo-EMP pathway by Schleheck and co-workers. It is classified as a member of Pfam database family PF07221, which includes enzymes that catalyze the epimerization of the α carbon in
acyclic aldoses (the Lobry de Bruyn-Alberta van Ekenstein reaction). We chose to revisit the activity of *E. coli* YihS by incubating this protein with SQ in phosphate buffered saline, heat-inactivating the enzyme, and then exchanging the sample into deuterated solvent for 1H NMR analysis. This analysis revealed that YihS produced two new products (Figure 2a), which were not produced in the absence of enzyme. One product was identified as SF through comparison with authentic material. Resonances for the second new compound did not match either anomer of SQ or SF, particularly singlets in the 1H NMR spectrum at δ 4.86 and 5.10 ppm, and in the 13C NMR spectrum at δ 74.6 and 71.7 ppm.

**Figure 2.** Characterization and crystal structure of SQ isomerase YihS. (a) 1H NMR spectrum (in D2O) showing the equilibrium mixture resulting from isomerization of SQ by *EcYihS*, and reference spectra for pure SQ, SF, and SR. (b) Time course plot for the *EcYihS*-catalyzed equilibration of SQ to SF and SR. Substrate depletion plot obtained by HPLC was normalized to final composition determined by 1H NMR analysis (SF, 30.2; SR, 21.3; SQ, 48.5%). (c) Proposed mechanism of *EcYihS*-catalyzed isomerization of SQ to produce SF and SR. (d) Overall fold of *SeYihS* monomer showing location of active site. (e) Crystal structure of *SeYihS*-SF showing the sulfonate pocket. Ribbon diagram of protein backbone is depicted in blue, and SF and side chains of active site residues are shown in cylinder format. Electron density corresponds to the 2Fo − Fc map (in blue) at levels of 1.5σ. (f) Cartoon of ligand binding pocket of *SeYihS*-SF complex depicting hydrogen bonding interactions with active site residues.
ppm. Further insight into the structure of the unknown product was obtained by conducting an additional experiment on the reaction of SQ with EcYihS, this time in buffered D₂O. Under these conditions, the anomic signals for SQ collapsed from a doublet to a singlet, consistent with H/D exchange at C2, and the signals for the unknown in the 13C NMR spectrum changed to triplets shifted slightly upfield, consistent with incorporation of deuterium (I = 1). Prior to the discovery that the sulfo-EMP operon encodes for sulfoglycosylation, Itoh et al. reported that recombinantly produced EcYihS can interconvert mannose, fructose, and glucose. 20 We therefore speculated that the unknown compound could be the C2-epimer of SQ, namely, sulforhamnose (SR). Comparison of chemically synthesized SR with the mixture of products obtained from the reaction of EcYihS and SQ provided a good match for the unknown compound.

To confirm that SQ, SF, and SR are in equilibrium, we individually treated each compound with EcYihS until equilibrium was established. 1H NMR spectra of each reaction revealed identical mixtures, providing evidence that all three compounds are substrates of EcYihS (Figure S1). At equilibrium under these experimental conditions, the ratios of the three sulfosugars were SF/SR/SQ = 30:21:49. We therefore speculated that incorporation of deuterium (I = 1) prior to the discovery that EcYihS acts on a single anomer or both. The mechanism utilized by EcYihS to catalyze the isomerization of SQ to SR and SF also results in H/D exchange of α-SQ and β-SQ. This revealed simultaneous collapse of anomic doublets for both α-SQ and β-SQ. Together these experiments confirm that the mechanism for H/D exchange of α-SQ is primarily by mutarotation of β-SQ, which is the substrate of EcYihS. This study also demonstrates the functional significance of the SQ mutarotase in sulfoglycosylation: it ensures that the α-SQ product of the sulfoquinovosidase YihQ can be efficiently utilized by the SQ-SF isomerase YihS, which has a clear preference for β-SQ and little-to-no activity on α-SQ.

Salmonella enterica possesses a sulfo-EMP operon syntenic to that from E. coli, and the crystal structures of wild-type S. enterica YihS (PDB ID: 2AFA) and EcYihS (PDB ID: 2RGK) were previously solved prior to determination of their physiological function. 20 We revisited the catalytic activity of SeYihS to demonstrate that it also catalyzed the interconversion of SQ, SF and SR (Figure S4). To elucidate what interactions are made between YihS and the sulfonate moiety of its sulfosugar substrates, the inactive mutant SeYihS-H248A was produced for structural studies. Size exclusion chromatography-multiangle light scattering (SEC-MALS) revealed that SeYihS exists as a hexamer in solution, although an asymmetric elution peak and marginal decrease in molecular weight may signify some dissociation under experimental conditions (Figure S5). This protein was crystallized with SF and X-ray diffraction techniques used to determine the structure of the SeYihS-H248A-SF product complex, which existed as a crystallographic dimer-of-trimers (Table S1, Figure S5), commensurate with the observation of hexamers in solution by SEC-MALS.

As previously observed, the overall fold of YihS comprises an (α6/α6)-barrel scaffold displaying close similarity to N-acyl-d-glucosamine epimerases (Figure 2d). 20 Clear density for a furanose sulfosugar was seen in all six chains that allowed modeling of β-SF in a highly compact active site. Overlying the SeYihS-H248A-SF structure with the ligand-free wild-type SeYihS structure (2AFA.pdb) gave an rmsd of 0.7 Å over 496 residues, with the catalytic residues His248 and His383 positioned on opposite sides of the C1 hydroxyl group of bound SF, and shows that the active site architecture remains largely unchanged (Figure S6). However, upon binding SF, two loops surrounding the active site undergo reorganization. The loop comprising residues 228–242 moves toward the ligand pocket such that the side-chain of Phe239 reorients and projects into the active site. A previously unstructured, flexible loop 370–377 now adopts an ordered conformation and interacts with residues from loop 228–242, such that Trp375 makes π-stacking interactions with Arg238. This cation-π interaction between the residues in two separate loops encloses the pocket to form the active site.

SF is buried in a deep pocket surrounded by bulky residues on either side (Phe239, Trp316 and Trp51) (Figure 2e,f). Sugar hydroxyls make several hydrogen-bonding interactions with polar residues. The sulfonate is accommodated by a network of hydrogen-bonding interactions, with one of the sulfonate oxygens hydrogen bonding with Gln379 (2.8 Å), a second oxygen with Gln362 (3.1 Å) and an ordered water
molecule (3.1 Å), and the third oxygen forming a salt bridge with Arg55 (2.8 Å), which also hydrogen bonds to the endocyclic oxygen of SF (3.1 Å). The observation of SF binding to YihS as the β-anomer does not definitely show which anomer is produced by the enzyme. In order to understand the ease with which SF can anomerize, we measured its unidirectional rate of uncatalyzed anomerization using an NMR-based chemical exchange spectroscopy method at equilibrium previously used to determine the mutarotation rate of SQ.14 At pH 7.5 and 25 °C, β-SF mutarotates to α-SF with $k = 0.026 \text{s}^{-1}$, corresponding to $t_{1/2} = 26 \text{s}$ (Figure S7). The rate was unaffected by addition of a SQ-specific mutarotase from Herbaspirillium seropedicae. This rapid rate of mutarotation suggests facile interconversion of SF anomers in cellulo.

**Sulfurhamnose Is a Transcription Factor Derepressor.** The observation that SR is a product and substrate of SQ isomerase raised questions as to its possible role in sulfoglycolysis: is it simply an unproductive intermediate that is ultimately isomerized to SF and consumed, or does it play a role in gene regulation, akin to the role that allolactose plays in regulating the lac operon?21 The gene csqR within the SQ-utilizing gene cluster of E. coli encodes a DeoR-family transcription factor (TF) that has been demonstrated to bind inside the intergenic spacer between the yihUTS operon and the yihV gene, and in doing so represses expression of sulfoglycolytic genes (Figure 1b).11 SQ and sulfoquinovosyl glycerol (SQGro) are derepressors for CsqR binding to DNA, as demonstrated using gel-shift analyses with DNA sequences that encompass the CsqR binding sites and a reporter assay.11 We used this same gel-shift assay to assess whether SR can influence the CsqR-DNA interaction. Purified CsqR was used to probe dsDNA encompassing the yihUV intergenic region using a polyacrylamide gel-shift assay. Disappearance of the DNA resulted from high levels of cooperative binding of CsqR along the probe DNA that prevents the polymeric CsqR−DNA complexes from entering the gel during electrophoresis (Figure 3a). Titration with increasing [SQ] leads to dissociation of CsqR from its DNA complexes, releasing free DNA that could be detected within the gel, in agreement with the previous report.11 Titration with increasing [SR] also led to dissociation of CsqR-DNA complexes. However, completely free DNA was not observed; rather, higher molecular weight complexes were formed that decreased in size at higher [SR], indicating that SR is a weaker mediator of the CsqR−DNA binding interaction.

To gain further insight into the effect of SQ, SQGro, and SR on the transcription regulator CsqR, two constructs were designed based on the predicted domain boundaries using InterPro Classification (Figure S8a): full-length CsqR, which contains two distinct domains, the winged helix-turn-helix (HTH) DNA binding domain (DBD, residues 2–66) and the DeoR effector binding domain (EBD, residues 80–260), and a truncated EBD-CsqR construct comprised of only the EBD.
Table 1. Kinetic Parameters for EcYihV in the Presence and Absence of Cellular Metabolites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>variable</th>
<th>substrate</th>
<th>additive</th>
<th>$k_{cat}$ (s⁻¹)</th>
<th>$K_M$ (mM)</th>
<th>$K_i$ (mM)</th>
<th>$k_{cat}/K_M$ (s⁻¹ mM⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATP</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>3.1 ± 0.2</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.5 ± 2.8</td>
<td>3.2 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATP</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.2</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.9 ± 0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATP</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>0.30 ± 0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3 ± 1.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>SQ</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>16 ± 9</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>SLA</td>
<td>0.77 ± 0.13</td>
<td>0.60 ± 0.19</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.4 ± 2.7</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>DHAP</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.3</td>
<td>0.61 ± 0.24</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.0 ± 1.4</td>
<td>2.3 ± 1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>citrate</td>
<td>3.2 ± 0.4</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>PEP</td>
<td>1.9 ± 0.2</td>
<td>0.11 ± 0.04</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.4 ± 1.5</td>
<td>17.7 ± 8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>F6P</td>
<td>2.5 ± 1.2</td>
<td>0.97 ± 0.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.6 ± 1.9</td>
<td>2.5 ± 3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>FBP</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.04 ± 0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.8 ± 1.5</td>
<td>27.8 ± 10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF</td>
<td>ADP</td>
<td>0.14 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.06 ± 0.03</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.3 ± 1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reactions were conducted in 200 µL volume in 25 mM BTP buffer (pH 7.5), 25 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl₂, 0.1 mg/mL BSA, 36.0 nM EcYihV at 30 °C, for 60 min. [ATP] = 1.0 mM, and kinetic data were analyzed using a substrate inhibition kinetic model, unless otherwise noted. Additives were at 10 mM. $[^{1}]$[SF] = 1.0 mM. Kinetic parameters obtained by analysis using the Michaelis–Menten equation. $[^{2}]$[ATP] = 0.1 mM.

Binding studies using a temperature unfolding assay with purified EBD-CsqR and different sulfoglysers as effector molecules gave improved stability only with SQ (∆T_m = 4.6 °C at 10 mM), with no change of T_m noted for SQGro or SR at 10 mM (Figure S8b).

To provide further insight into the effect of SQ, SQGro, and SR on CsqR-DNA binding, we imaged CsqR-DNA interactions by atomic force microscopy (AFM). Purified full-length CsqR was mixed with the yihUV probe in the presence of increasing concentrations of SQ or SR, and subjected to AFM imaging under the same conditions as employed in a previous study (Figure 3b). Titration with increasing concentrations of SQ caused a reduction in the size of the aggregates of CsqR–DNA complexes, at low concentrations of 0.5 and even 0.05 mM. By contrast, titration of CsqR–DNA aggregates with SR did not result in dissipation of aggregates at 0.05 mM, limited dissociation at 0.5 mM, and with complete dissociation observed only at 5.0 mM. Collectively, these data suggest that SR is a transcription inducer with a lower potency than SQ.

SF Kinase Activity Is Regulated by Sulfoglycolytic and Central Metabolites. YihV is a member of the Pfam pkb carbohydrate kinase family and is an ATP-dependent kinase that mediates phosphoryl transfer from ATP to SF to give SFP. We next examined whether EcYihV could catalyze phosphorylation of F6P. Incubation of EcYihV with 1 mM F6P, ATP, and MgCl₂ did not lead to the formation of FBP, showing that this enzyme is specific for SF and indicating that no cross-talk exists between sulfoglycolysis and the EMP glycolysis or gluconeogenesis pathways.

To delineate the specific interactions with substrates and products, three crystal structures of EcYihV were obtained in complex with substrate SF and AMPPNP or ADP as ATP analogues, as well as product SFP (Tables S1–S2, Figure 4b–f). EcYihV forms a dimeric assembly, and SEC-MALS analysis of EcYihV revealed a mixture of solution states with the major peak corresponding to a dimer (>60%) and a minor (13%) subpopulation corresponding to a tetrameric ensemble (Figure S9).

The overall structure of YihV kinase displays a two-domain architecture comprising major α/β nucleotide binding domain and β-sheet serving as a "lid" domain covering the active site. The orthogonal packing of eight β-strands within the lid domains of the two subunits form a "β-clasp" dimerization motif, a distinctive feature previously seen in members of the ribokinase superfamily that includes tagatose-6-phosphate kinase (TPK) and the minor isozyme from the glycolytic pathway, F6P kinase (Pkb). Close hydrophobic contacts and reciprocal interactions are observed at the dimer interface where residues from the opposite subunit in a β-clasp motif protrude into the active site, which is likely to be crucial for both catalysis and structural stability.

Cocrystallization with the non-hydrolyzable ATP analogue AMPPNP resulted in the EcYihV-AMPPNP-Mg complex showing a surface-accessible nucleotide binding site (Figure 4b,c). Density for AMPPNP bound in an anti-conformation with hydrated Mg ions was present in all four subunits in the structure. YihV subunits were observed in "open" and "closed" conformations due to interdomain rotation. In the open conformation, the γ-phosphate of AMPPNP is hydrogen bonded to the backbone amide of Gly243 (2.7 Å) and a water molecule (2.5 Å) and is present within 5 Å distance of conserved catalytic Asp244 (Figure S13), whereas in the closed conformation the γ-phosphate moves closer to the substrate cleft and achieves an appropriate distance for phosphoryl transfer. This closed conformation of YihV most likely denotes an inactive conformation that would prevent binding of substrate. Analysis using the DynDom program showed the β-
clasp domain rotates 31 degrees about four hinge bending regions, reflective of dynamic domain movements associated with binding of substrates (Figure S14). Considering the regulatory role of this enzyme in the pathway, these dynamic movements may be promoted by binding of ligands at an allosteric site(s), thereby driving transitions between productive and unproductive conformations.

In the EcYihV·SFP binary complex, the two subunits in a dimer pair are both in a closed conformation (Figure S12). SFP bound at the cleft between the nucleotide domain and β-barrel motif, showing that binding of the sulfonate ligand induces interdomain rotation and subsequent closure. The EcYihV·SFP complex revealed a sulfonate subpocket where one of the sulfonate oxygens of SFP is hydrogen bonded to Ne of Arg138 (2.8 Å) and Asn109 (3.2 Å), and the second sulfonate oxygen forms a salt bridge with the iα-trans Lys27 (2.9 Å), which projects into the active site from the β strand of other subunit in the dimer pair and makes reciprocal interactions with Asp162 present at 3 Å (Figure 4d). Lys27 also forms hydrogen bonds with the C1 hydroxyl and ring oxygen of SFP, each present at 2.9 Å.

A compact dimer pair is seen for a dead-end complex of EcYihV·SF·ADP·Mg, formed by closure of the active site (Figure 4e,f). In this complex, the sugar is deeply sequestered at the edge of the interdomain cleft, and the ADP molecule (with a penta-hydrated Mg ion coordinated to

---

**Figure 4.** Crystal structures of EcYihV SF kinase. (a) Kinetic plots showing effect of metabolites on EcYihV-catalyzed phosphorylation of SF to SFP at [ATP] = 1.0 mM. (b) (Left) EcYihV dimer in complex with AMPPNP·Mg in open and closed conformations is shown in ribbon with the two subunits shown in coral and blue. Each subunit is composed of two-domain architecture with α/β nucleotide binding domain and β-sheet “lid” domain. (Right) Lid domains of the dimer form a β-clasp dimerization motif that serves both structural and catalytic roles. (c) Close-up view of EcYihV·AMPPNP·Mg showing nucleotide binding site in the closed conformation. (d) EcYihV·SFP complex structure and active site interactions with bound SFP product molecule. (e) Close-up view of EcYihV·ADP·Mg·SF active site showing hydrogen bonding interactions in a quaternary complex. Backbone and carbon atoms of subunits A and B are shown in coral and blue, respectively, and ADP, AMPPNP, SF, and SFP are shown in cylinder format. Electron density corresponds to the 2Fo – Fc and in blue at levels of 1σ for c–e. (f) Cartoon of ligand binding pocket of EcYihV·ADP·Mg·SF complex depicting hydrogen bonding interactions with active site residues.
α-phosphate) is bound close to the substrate phosphorylation site. The C1 hydroxyl of SF is hydrogen bonded to catalytic base Asp244 (2.7 Å) and Lys27 (3.0 Å), with the substrate positioned for phosphoryl transfer. The remaining sugar hydroxyls make several hydrogen bonding interactions with other active site residues suggesting SF binding facilitates domain closure. Specifically, the C2 hydroxyl is hydrogen bonded to Asp244 (2.6 Å), Asp13 hydrogen bonds C3 and C4 hydroxyls each at 2.5 Å, and the C4 hydroxyl makes an additional hydrogen bond to Ser95 (2.7 Å). The hydrogen-
bonding network at the sulfonate binding site is similar to the EcYihV-SFP structure above, wherein two of the sulfonate oxygens interact with Nε of Arg138 (2.8 Å) and Asn109 (3.2 Å) and the in-trans Lys27 (2.7 Å). The third sulfonate oxygen hydrogen bonds with a bound water molecule that in turn interacts with the backbone carbonyl of Tyr28 and another water molecule.

An ordered sequential Bi–Bi mechanism is reported for ribokinases, with sugar binding interactions driving domain closure that precedes ATP binding.23–25 Nano differential scanning fluorimetry (nanoDSF) studies using EcYihV in the presence of SF and ADP resulted in a Tm shift of 6 °C concurrent with binding of the sugar (and only a 1 °C shift seen upon binding ADP) indicating ligand-induced conformational stabilization of the kinase (Figure S15). These data complement the structural details revealed in the complexes reported here, showing that domain movements upon SF binding result in a closed, functional state, and ATP can access the active site through a surface groove (Figures S14–S15). This may avoid premature hydrolysis of the γ-phosphate of ATP, as reported in ribokinases.23–27

Given the close functional relationship of SF kinase (YihV) and PfkB and TPK, sequence- and structure-based analysis of their binding sites was undertaken. Two conserved motifs have been described in these phosphosugar kinases, the TR and GXXDXX motifs, responsible for substrate binding and catalysis, respectively.28,29 Sequence alignment of PfkB from E. coli and TPK from Staphylococcus aureus with SF kinase showed that the GXXDXX motif catalyzing the catalytic aspartate D244 (EcYihV numbering) is conserved in all three subfamilies (Figure S16). Comparison of the closed conformation of EcYihV with TPK and PfkB revealed that overall fold is highly conserved in these sugar kinases: with PfkB (3N1C.pdb), rmsd 2.6 over 248 residues; with TPK (2JG1.pdb), rmsd 2.2 over 265 residues (Figure S17). Finally, close inspection of the 6-phospho versus 6-sulfonate binding sites highlighted key differences consistent with the chemical structures of bound sugars (Figure S18). In PfkB and TPK, Arg88 present within the substrate binding TR motif is part of the conserved RRS triad for recognition of the 6-phosphate moiety. The substrate-specific TR motif and the consensus RRS triad are absent in SF kinases. Instead, a KRN sulfonate recognition triad (K27-R138-N109) was identified in the SFP and SF complexes, which is conserved in annotated YihV kinases (Figures S16 and S18).

**SFP Aldolase.** SFP aldolase catalyzes retro-aldol cleavage of SFP to DHAP and SLA. Schleheck and co-workers detected the formation of DHAP and SLA in a coupled system containing SQ and recombinantly produced YihS, YihV, and YihT, supplemented with ATP and MgCl2.26 Here, we established an LCMS-MS assay for direct analysis of the reaction catalyzed by YihT. Recombinantly expressed YihT from E. coli was incubated with chemo-enzymatically synthesized SFP,19 however, we could not detect the formation of DHAP or SLA under a range of conditions. Instead, we recombinantly expressed YihT from Salmonella enterica, which shares 87% similarity (Figure S19). Incubation of recombinant ScYihT with SFP revealed the formation of SLA and DHAP. The enzyme exhibited Michaelis–Menten kinetics with kcat = 47.7 ± 2.4 s⁻¹, KM = 3.57 ± 0.42 mM, and kcat/KM = 13 ± 2 mM s⁻¹ (Figure 5a). Under similar conditions, no activity was noted on FBP (1 mM).

Benson reported that SFP can be generated from SLA and DHAP by an unspecified aldolase.30 We revisited this observation by incubating recombinantly expressed ScYihT with chemically synthesized SLA and commercial DHAP. A product with identical hplc retention time and mass spectrometric fragmentation pattern to authentic SFP was obtained, demonstrating the reversibility of the YihT-catalyzed reaction (Figure Sb).

Fructose phosphate aldolases are classified into Class I and II enzymes based on their mechanism of action. Class I aldolases utilize an active-site lysine to form a Schiff base with the substrate, whereas prokaryotic and fungal Class II FBP aldolases are dependent on divalent metal ions for their activity. Class I aldolases are commonly found in algae, protozoa, plants, and animals and adopt homotetrameric active forms; archaeal and bacterial enzymes utilize similar mechanisms but have low sequence similarity and are distinguished from their eukaryotic counterparts through self-association as multimers exhibiting tetrameric to decameric quaternary structures, leading to their subgrouping into Class Ia.31,32 In order to reveal structural features of SFP aldolase, the X-ray crystal structures of YihT from E. coli and Salmonella enterica were obtained with 2 and 12 molecules in an asymmetric unit (Figure S20), respectively; however, SEC-MALS showed YihT exists as a homotetramer in solution (Figure S19). YihT displays an overall (α/β)12-barrel architecture similar to class I fructose phosphate aldolases (Figure Sc, Table S2).33 A DALI search using YihT against the RCSB PDB library gave annotated bacterial class I aldolases as closest structural neighbors. These included tagatose-1,6-bisphosphate aldolases from Streptococcus mutans (PDB ID: 3IV3 with DALI z score of 31.8, rmsd 2.4 and 21% sequence ID) and from Streplococcus porcinus (PDB ID: SHJL with DALI z score of 31.7, rmsd 2.2 and 21% sequence ID), as well as fructose bisphosphate aldolase from Slackiaiello trinireduces (PDB ID: 4MOZ with DALI z score of 22.9, rmsd 2.5 and 15% sequence ID), indicating high structural similarity despite low sequence ID.

In the ScYihT structure, density for a single sulfate ion in the proposed substrate binding pocket was observed in all 12 chains at occupancies 0.8–1 (Figure S21). The sulfate ion is located close to conserved Lys193, which is proposed to be involved in Schiff base formation. Substrate-soaking experiments at saturating concentrations of SFP resulted in trapping of the Schiff base adduct of ScYihT (Figure Sc–d, Table S3). Clear, contiguous density (at an occupancy of 0.8) was observed for a hexose covalently attached to Lys193 within two of the subunits of the tetrameric protein structure representing SFP in an open-chain conformation. In the other two subunits, there was evidence of in-crystal cleavage of the C3–C4 bond of the substrate, and a new Schiff base formed with a DHAP molecule could be modeled, consistent with the reaction catalyzed by this enzyme (Figure Se, Figure S22). The SFP fragment bound to Lys193 allowed unambiguous identification of both phosphate and sulfonate pockets within ScYihT. The phosphate oxygen interacts with Ser226, Ser227, and Arg253 as described in the ScYihT-SO42− complex above. One sulfonate oxygen forms an electrostatic interaction with Arg253 (2.7 Å), and the other two sulfonate oxygens make hydrogen bonding interactions with two bound water molecules present at a distance of 2.7 and 2.8 Å (Figure Sf). These residues are conserved across annotated SFP aldolases and are proposed to comprise a sulfonate binding pocket that defines this subclass of enzymes (Figure S23).
DISCUSSION

The sulfo-EMP pathway allows metabolism of the widespread sulfofuranose SQ and its glycosides. The pathway shares a similar series of steps with the EMP pathway, with 6-sulfonate taking the place of phosphate. This similarity raises obvious questions about whether the sulfo-EMP pathway can act on intermediates in the EMP pathway or if the two pathways are functionally segregated. Kinetic analysis reveals that the SQ-SF isomerase has no detectable activity on G6P, the SF kinase has no activity on F6P, and the SFF aldolase has no activity on FBP, under conditions where robust enzymatic activity on their namesake substrates can be detected. This selectivity is likely to be of significance under conditions where SQ is the sole substrate for growth, in which case gluconeogenesis is required to supply F6P for the PPP and cell wall biosynthesis, and where reversal of flux is required. Among these steps, high selectivity for SF kinase to act solely on SF and not F6P is likely to be the most critical, as gluconeogenesis requires a switch from PFK to FBP phosphatase to change directionality from catabolism to anabolism.

Using X-ray crystallography, we obtained three-dimensional (3D) structures of all three enzymes and through complexes with SF or SFF defined sulfonate binding pockets that show how these enzymes recognize their sulfofuranose substrate. In all three enzymes, the sulfonate pocket was lined with positively charged residues (for SQ isomerase: Arg55-Gln379-Gln362; for SF kinase: Lys27-Asn109-Arg138; for SFF aldolase: Arg253-Asn26(H2O)), in which every case includes an Arg residue to balance the charge. These data complement X-ray data for 3D structures of sulfoquinovosidase and SLA reductase, which also exhibit selectivity for their sulfofuranose substrates and possess well-defined and conserved sulfonate binding pockets. While the EcSQase binding pocket is comprised of Arg301-Trp304-Tyr508(H2O), the SLA reductase binding pocket lacks a direct interaction with an Arg; rather, it is comprised of Asn174-Ser178 and the backbone amide of Arg123.

Transcription factors (TFs) involved in transcriptional regulation of the genes for metabolism are often controlled through allosteric interactions with metabolites. Previously, regulation of CsqR activity by both SQGro and SQ (sulfoquinovose) was identified. Here we demonstrate that SR is also a regulator of CsqR-DNA binding, inducing the dissociation of repressor CsqR from its regulatory target DNA. The level of CsqR inactivation will therefore potentially be controlled depending on the level of three metabolites, SQGro, SQ, and SR, with the induction level of sulfo-EMP operon depending on the affinity of each inducer ligand to CsqR. In E. coli K-12, regulation of TF activity by multiple metabolites has been found for TFs such as allantoin repressor (AllR) by allantoin and glyoxylate, cysteine B (CysB) by O-acetylated-lysine and thiosulfate, glycerol cleavage A (GcvA) by glycerol and purine, purine repressor (PurR) by hypoxanthine and guanine, and pyrimidine utilization regulator (RutR) by uracil and thymiine. As in the case of CsqR, the activity and target selectivity of tyrosine repressor (TyrR) is controlled by three metabolites, phenylalanine, tryptophan, and tyrosine, with the level of TF activity dependent on the intracellular concentrations of all three metabolites.

The role of SF kinase in sulfoglycolysis is analogous to that of PFK in glycolysis. PFK is widely recognized as a central regulatory step in carbohydrate metabolism in most organisms and has complex allosteric properties. These effects help regulate distribution of G6P into the PPP pathway, cell wall synthesis, the production of carbohydrate storage molecules such as glycogen, maltose, and trehalose, the channeling of PEP into the citric acid cycle and fatty acid synthesis, as well as ensuring ATP production is managed when in surplus. We showed modulatory effects on SF kinase by a range of sulfoglycolytic and central metabolites, including substrate inhibition by SF, strong inhibition by ADP, and activation by SQ, SLA, F6P, FBPA, PEP, DHAP, and citrate. Substrate inhibition is widely recognized as a control strategy to maintain steady pathway flux even in the presence of large fluctuations in substrate concentration, which may help to limit variation in flux through sulfoglycolysis as environmental concentrations of SQ and SQGro fluctuate. Because the wiring of cellular metabolism and pathway yields under conditions of sulfoglycolysis differ from glycolysis, significant differences in regulation are to be expected. Notably, while SF kinase is inhibited by ADP and not ATP, E. coli PFK-1 and -2 are inhibited by ATP, while only PFK-1 is activated by ADP and inhibited by ATP. While sulfoglycolysis and glycolysis both yield PEP, unlike glycolysis, sulfoglycolysis does not produce G6P, and thus there may not be the same requirement for ATP/ADP control over the pathway to manage distribution of substrate into catabolic and anabolic pathways, as for G6P in glycolysis. Instead, an important branchpoint post-sulfoglycolysis is likely to be distribution of PEP into gluconeogenesis and central metabolism (citric acid cycle and fatty acid synthesis). Activation by citrate, PEP, FBPA, and F6P may assist in maintaining flux into these anabolic and catabolic pathways. Additionally, it may be beneficial for glycolytic-EMP and sulfo-EMP pathways to be regulated in distinct manners, which could allow them to operate in parallel if SQ is available together with glucose, providing greater metabolic flexibility, and allowing the regulation of cellular energy metabolism as the ATP yield of the two pathways differ.

CONCLUSIONS

The present work provides the first detailed biochemical and structural analysis for the three core enzymes of the E. coli sulfo-EMP pathway: SQ isomerase, SF kinase, and SFF aldolase. Collectively, these data demonstrate kinetic selectivity for the core sulfoglycolytic enzymes for sulfoglycolytic intermediates over the corresponding intermediates in glycolysis. This selectivity arises from conserved sulfonate binding pockets in each enzyme. The effect of this selectivity is to allow functional segregation of this pathway from glycolysis/gluconeogenesis, preventing futile cycling, and it highlights the specific structural adaptations that have led to the evolution of this pathway. The present work provides a roadmap to conduct more detailed bioinformatic analyses of this pathway in complex microbial communities and to understand how sulfoglycolysis contributes to bacterial metabolism.
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